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Abstract

Geometric shapes are identified with their features. For
computational purposes a concrete mathematical definition
of features is required. In this paper we use a topologi-
cal approach, namely dynamical systems, to define features
of shapes. To exploit this definition algorithmically we as-
sume that a point sample of the shape is given as input from
which features of the shape have to be approximated. We
translate our definition of features to the discrete domain
while mimicking the set-up developed for the continuous
shapes. The outcome of this approach is a clean mathe-
matical definition of features that are efficiently computable
with combinatorial algorithms. Experimental results show
that our algorithms segment shapes in two and three dimen-
sions into so-called features quite effectively. Further, we
develop a shape matching algorithm that takes advantage of
our robust feature segmentation step. Performance of this
algorithm is exhibited with experimental results.

1. Introduction
The features of a shape are its specific identifiable sub-
sets. Although this high level characterization of fea-
tures is assumed routinely, more concrete and mathemat-
ical definitions are required for computational purposes.
Many applications including object recognition, classifica-
tion, matching, tracking need to solve the problem of seg-
menting a shape into its salient features, see for example
[9, 10, 17, 23, 28, 35]. Most of these applications need an
appropriate definition of features that are computable. In
the computational domains, often the shapes are represented
with discrete means that approximate them. Consequently,
a consistent definition of features in the discrete domain is
needed to compute them reliably.

Different geometric and topological structures such as
shock graphs [31, 29], medial axes [22] and Reeb graphs�
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[17] have been proposed in the past for shape segmentation.
Two notable topological approaches related to shape fea-
tures are level sets method [30] and the topological persis-
tence [13]. The level sets method use numerical techniques
to compute features whereas we rely more on combinatorial
means. This makes computations faster and more robust
against numerical errors. Topological persistence method
works with homological algebra to compute a signature of
the shape that respects its features, but do not address the
segmentation issue.

In this paper we use a topological approach, namely dy-
namical systems, to define features of shapes. This ap-
proach has been studied in the context of surface reconstruc-
tion recently [12, 15]. We assume that a point sample of the
shapes is given as input from which features of the shape
have to be approximated. We translate our definition of fea-
tures to this discrete domain while mimicking the set-up that
we develop in the continuous case. The outcome of this ap-
proach is a clean mathematical definition of features that
are computable with combinatorial algorithms. For shapes
in the plane we compute them exactly whereas we approx-
imate them for shapes embedded in

���
mimicking the two

dimensional algorithm. Our experimental results show that
our algorithms segment shapes in two and three dimensions
into so-called features quite effectively.

We apply our feature segmentation technique to the
shape matching problem, where a similarity measure is
sought between two shapes. An usual approach in shape
matching is to compute a signature of a shape and then
comparing it with the signature of the other shape. Differ-
ent quantities such as curvature distribution [3, 32], wavelet
coefficients [19], Fourier descriptors [2], geometric statis-
tics [4, 33], spin image [20] and shape distribution [24]
have been suggested for shape signatures; see survey arti-
cles [1, 7, 23, 34] for more details. Another prevalent ap-
proach is to segment a shape into its salient features and
then match the shapes based on the features and their spatial
relationships [5, 6, 8, 16]. These feature based approaches
depend mainly on the quality of the feature detection step.
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We give a shape matching algorithm that takes the advan-
tage of our robust feature segmentation step. Each signif-
icant feature segment is represented by a weighted point
where the weight is the volume of the segment. Then, the
shape matching problem boils down to matching two small
weighted point sets instead of matching large point sets de-
rived from the boundary of the shapes [18]. We carry out
these steps so that the entire matching process remains in-
variant to rotation, translation, mirroring and scaling.

2. Flow and critical points
In shape segmentation and shape matching we deal with
continuous shapes � . Typically these shapes are bounded
by one or two dimensional manifolds embedded in

���
or���

respectively. In this section we outline a theory of the
flow induced by a shape. Later we will use this theory to de-
fine and compute features of shapes. Here we will develop
the theory in a more general setting by considering general
shapes embedded in � -dimensional Euclidean space

�
	
.

Height function. In the following � always denotes a
compact subset of

��	
. The set � can be used to define a

height function �� ��	����
as follows:

��������������� �"! #�$&%(')��$ � for all �+* �,	.-
Anchor set. Associated with the height function, we de-
fine an anchor set for each point ��* �
	

as follows:/ �������103254 67�8� �"! # $&%(')��$
Basically,

/ �9�:� is the set of closest point to � in � ; see
Figure 1. Note that

/ ����� can contain even a continuum of
points.

We would like to define a unit vector field ;<� �
	=�>�?	
that assigns to every point �@* ��	

the direction in which
the height function increases the most. If � is smooth
at � then ;:�9�:� coincides with the normalized gradientA �������CBD$ A �E�9�:�F$ . In our case � is not smooth everywhere.
So, we have to be careful to define ;:�9�:� at any non-smooth
point � . Instead of smooth and non-smooth points we will
talk about regular and critical points in the following. Crit-
ical points are either local extrema or saddle points of the
height function. We use a generalized theory of critical
points, see for example [25], to derive the following defi-
nition.

Regular and critical point. For every point �G* ��	
letH ����� be the convex hull of

/ �9�:� , i.e. the convex hull of
the points on � that are closest to � . We call � a critical
point of � if ��* H �9�:� . Otherwise we call � a regular point.

The following definition turns out to be very helpful in
the subsequent discussion. It allows us to characterize the
direction of steepest ascent of the height function � at every
point ��* �,	

.

Driver. For any point �I* ��	
let �:����� be the point inH ����� closest to � . We call �.�9�:� the driver of � .

Lemma 1 For any regular point �J* �
	
let �:����� be the

driver of � . The steepest ascent of the height function � at� is in the direction of �='K�.�9�:� . L
PROOF. Though � is not smooth at � it is still continuous.
Thus in the limit the direction of steepest ascent of � at � is
determined by the distance of � from

/ ����� .
Our assumption that � is a regular point, i.e. �NM* H ����� ,

implies that �.�9�:� is contained in the boundary of
H ����� .

That is, the vector �O'P�.�9�:� is non-zero. We want to show
that � is non-increasing in all directions that make an angle
of Q�B3R or larger with �='K�:���:� .

By definition all points in
/ ����� have the same distance� from � and S / �9�:�FSUT1V . For any %W* / ���:� let

H � be
the unique closed halfspace that has � in its boundary and
contains the ball of radius � centered at % . The distance
function � at � is non-increasing in all directions that point
into

H � for all %+* / �9�:� . Let

H � X�Y! Z�[8\F]
H �_^

By construction all directions at � that make an angle
of Q�B3R or larger with �K'`�.�9�:� point into

H
. Thus � is

non-increasing in all that directions. This implies that � can
only be increasing in some direction ; if a�; ^ ��'+�.�9�:�cbedgf .
Since one can decompose any direction into its part along�O'Ph and its part orthogonal to it this shows that � has its
steepest ascent at � in direction �='K�.�9�:� . L

We are now going to use the direction of steepest ascent
to define a flow on

��	
, i.e. a dynamical system on

��	
.

Induced flow. Define a vector field ;�� � 	 �i� 	
by set-

ting

;������=� �j')�:�����$k�(')�:�����l$ if �KM�m�:����� and f otherwise.

The flow induced by the vector field ; is a function no�p f ^rq �ts �,	u�v�?	
such that the right derivative at every

point ��* � 	
satisfies the following equation

w �86xly�x�z n���{ ^ �:�,'un���{&| ^ ���{�'){&| �1;:�}n��9{ |~^ �:�C� -
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Figure 1: In this example � is a curve embedded in ��� .
Shown are four points �����:�5�"�C�"�5�O�)�,� , the correspond-
ing sets ������� are hollow circles, the convex hull of �����:�
are light shaded and the driver of the point � is the smaller
black circle. The driver of the point � is the single point
in ������� . The points � and � are critical since they are con-
tained in �P�9�_� and �����k� , respectively. The points � and �
are regular. The direction of steepest ascent of the height
function at � and � is indicated by an arrow.

Orbits and fixpoints. Given �+�+��� and an induced flow�
, the curve

���@��� � �r�g�����,����+ � � ���¡�C�:� is called
the orbit of � . A point �`�¢��� is called a fixpoint of

�
if� �9�¡�c���
�¢� for all ��£ �

.

Basically, the orbit of a point is the curve it will follow if
it were let move along the flow.

Observation 1 The fixpoints of
�

are the critical points of
the height function ¤ .

Because of this observation we refer to a fixpoint of
�

as
a minimum, saddle or maximum if the corresponding crit-
ical point of the height function is a minimum, saddle or
maximum, respectively.

Stable manifold. The stable manifold ¥¦����� of a critical
point � is the set of all points that flow into � , i.e.

¥¦�����(��§F¨j�� � ��©�ª8«¬9�® �.¯ ���c���m�±°~²
The stable manifolds of all critical points partition �
� , i.e.

� � � ³
critical points x

¥¦�9�:�
and ¥¦�9�:��´+¥¦��¨����¶µ for any two different critical points� and ¨ .

3. Discretization
To deal with continuous shapes algorithmically we dis-
cretize them. Here discretization means taking a finite sam-
ple · of the shape �¹¸G��� . That is, we replace � by a fi-
nite subset of � . The sample · induces another vector field

which resembles the vector field induced by � provided ·
is sufficiently dense in � . The vector field induced by · is
intimately linked with the Voronoi- and the Delaunay dia-
gram of · . Moreover, the stable manifolds corresponding
to the flow induced by this vector field are efficiently com-
putable in dimensions two and three.

Let us first summarize the definitions of Voronoi- and
Delaunay diagrams before we show how the concepts we
introduced in the last section can be specialized to the case
of finite point sets.

Voronoi diagram. Let · be a finite set of points in ��� .
The Voronoi cell of º+�· is given as»_¼ ��§F�+�� � ��½�¾ �<·À¿P§5º±°��EÁ¡�(¿<º�ÁtÂGÁk�=¿ ¾ Ál�r°�²
The sets

» ¼
are convex polyhedra or empty since the set

of points that have the same distance from two points in ·
forms a hyperplane. Closed facets shared by ÃÄ�5Å(ÂmÃ�Âm� ,
Voronoi cells are called �9�=¿¢Ã=ÆWÇÈ� -dimensional Voronoi
facets and points shared by �tÆ¢Ç or more Voronoi cells are
called Voronoi vertices. The term Voronoi object denotes
either a Voronoi cell, facet, edge or vertex. The Voronoi
diagram

».É
of · is the collection of all Voronoi objects. It

defines a cell decomposition of ��� .

Delaunay diagram. The Delaunay diagram Ê É
of a

set of points · is dual to the Voronoi diagram of · . The
convex hull of �?Æ�Ç or more points in · defines a Delaunay
cell if the intersection of the corresponding Voronoi cells
is not empty and there exists no superset of points in ·
with the same property. Analogously, the convex hull ofÃ+Â`� points defines a �}Ã7¿¢ÇÈ� -dimensional Delaunay face
if the intersection of their corresponding Voronoi cells is
not empty. Every point in · is called Delaunay vertex.
The term Delaunay object denotes either a Delaunay cell,
face, edge or vertex. The Delaunay diagram Ê É

defines a
decomposition of the convex hull of all points in · . This
decomposition is a triangulation if the points are in general
position.

We always refer to the interior and to the boundary of
Voronoi-/Delaunay objects with respect to their dimension,
e.g. the interior of a Delaunay edge contains all points in
this edge besides the endpoints. The interior of a vertex and
its boundary are the vertex itself. Furthermore, we always
assume general position unless stated differently.

Now consider the height function ¤ as in the previous
section but replacing � with its discrete sample · . Define
critical points for ¤ as we did in the continuous case.

Lemma 2 Let · be a finite set of points such that Voronoi
and their dual Delaunay objects intersect in their interiors
if they intersect at all. Then the critical points of the height
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Figure 2: On the left: The Voronoi diagram (dashed lines)
and the Delaunay triangulation (solid lines) of seven points
in

�?�
. On the right: The critical points (maxima Ë , saddle

points Ì and minima Í ) of the height function induced by
the seven points.

function � are the intersection points of Voronoi objects Î
and their dual Delaunay object Ï . L

This characterization of critical points can be used to as-
sign a meaningful index to critical points, namely, the index
of a critical point is the dimension of the Delaunay object
used in the above characterization. Minima always have in-
dex f and maxima always have index � .

The driver of a point in
��	

can now also be described in
terms of Voronoi- and Delaunay objects.

Lemma 3 Given ��* � 	
. Let Î be the lowest dimensional

Voronoi object in the Voronoi diagram of Ð that contains �
and let Ï be the dual Delaunay object of Î . The driver of �
is the point on Ï closest to � . L

We have a much more explicit characterization of the
flow induced by a finite point set than in the general case.

Observation 2 The flow n induced by a finite point set Ð
is given as follows: For all critical points � of the height
function associated with Ð we set:

n��9{ ^ ���
�¢� ^ {Ñ* p f ^rq �
Otherwise let �.�9�:� be the driver of � and Ò be the ray
originating at � and shooting in the direction ;����:�Ó��O'��:�����CB�$k�O'��:�����l$ . Let Ô be the first point on Ò whose
driver is different from �:����� . Note that such a Ô need not ex-
ist in

�,	
if � is contained in an unbounded Voronoi object.

In this case let Ô be the point at infinity in the direction ofÒ . We set:

n���{ ^ ���
�m��Õu{�Öl;������ ^ {�* p f ^ $ Ô ')��$F�

For {ÑT�$ Ô ')��$ the flow is given as follows:

n���{ ^ �:�×� n��9{�'N$ Ô ')��$�ÕÀ$ Ô ')��$ ^ �:�
� n��9{�'N$ Ô ')��$ ^ n��r$ Ô ')��$ ^ �:�5�

It is not completely obvious, but it can be shown that this
flow is well defined. It is also easy to see that the orbits
of n are piecewise linear curves that are linear in Voronoi
objects. See Figure 4 for some examples of orbits.

Under some mild non-degeneracy condition the stable
manifolds of the critical points have a nice recursive struc-
ture. A stable manifold of index Ø ^ fOÙ Ø Ù`� ^ has dimen-
sion Ø and its boundary is made up from stable manifolds
of index Ø 'ÚV critical points.

In
�?�

the stable manifolds of index V critical points, i.e.
saddle points, are exactly the edges of the Gabriel graph of
the point set Ð . The Gabriel graph is efficiently computable.
The recursive structure of the stable manifolds now tells us
that the stable manifolds of the maxima, i.e. index R critical
points, are exactly the compact regions of the Gabriel graph.
That is, the stable manifolds of maxima (index 2 critical
points) are given as a union of Delaunay triangles.

Figure 3: On the left: The edges of the Gabriel graph of the
seven points from Figure 1 are highlighted. On the right:
The stable manifolds of the maxima Ë of the flow induced
by the seven points.

The stable manifolds of flows induced by finite point sets
in

�?�
can also be computed efficiently, see [15]. But al-

ready in
�?�

the stable manifolds of index 2 saddle points
and maxima are not given as sub-complexes of the three
dimensional Delaunay triangulation. Nevertheless, we will
show in the next section that these stable manifolds can be
approximated by sub-complexes of the Delaunay triangula-
tion.
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4. Approximating stable manifolds
Our goal is to decompose a two or three dimensional shape� into disjoint segments that respect the ‘features’ of the
shape. In our first attempt to define features we resort to
stable manifolds of maxima. So, we define a feature to be
the closed stable manifold Û(�9�:� of a maximum � ,

Û(�9�:�
�mÜ w8Ý~ÞCß 25à�� á¦�����c� -
Figure 5(a) shows the segmentation of a shape in

���
with

this definition of features. We can translate this definition
to the discrete setting immediately as we have mimicked
all concepts in the continuous case to the discrete setting.
Figure 5(b) shows this segmentation.

From a point sample Ð of a shape � we would like to
compute Û(����� for all maxima � . These maxima are a sub-
set of the Voronoi vertices in Î:â . For computing the feature
segmentation it is sufficient to compute the boundary of all
such Û(����� . As we observed earlier this boundary is par-
titioned by the stable manifolds of critical points of lower
index. In

�?�
this means that Gabriel edges separate the fea-

tures.
We also want to separate the features in

�,�
by a subset of

the Delaunay triangles. That is, we want to approximate the
boundary of the stable manifolds of maxima by Delaunay
triangles. These boundaries are made up from stable mani-
folds of critical points of index 1 and 2. The closures of the
stable manifolds of index 1 critical points are again exactly
the Gabriel edges. By Lemma 2 each critical point of index
2 lies in a Delaunay triangle which we call a saddle trian-
gle. The stable manifolds of the index 2 critical points may
not be contained only in the saddle triangles. This makes
computing the boundary of the stable manifolds of maxima
harder in

�,�
. Although it can be computed exactly, we pro-

pose an alternative method that approximates this boundary
using only Delaunay triangles. We derive this method by
generalizing a simple algorithm that computes the closed
stable manifolds for maxima in

� �
exactly.

In
�?�

we can compute the closed stable manifold Û(�����
of a maximum � by exploring out from the Delaunay tri-
angle containing � . To explain the algorithm we define
a flow relation among Delaunay triangles which was pro-
posed by Edelsbrunner et al. [14] for computing pockets in
molecules.

Flow relation in
�,�

. Let Ï�ã , Ï � be two triangles that share
an edge ä . We say Ï�ãæågÏ � if Ï�ã and its dual Voronoi vertex
lie on the opposite sides of the supporting line of ä .
Observation 3 Let Ï�ã and Ï � be two triangles sharing an
edge ä where Ï�ã=åWÏ � . Then the flow on the dual Voronoi
edge ; ã ; � of ä is directed from ; ã to ; � where ; ç is the dual
Voronoi vertex of Ï ç .

It is obvious from the definition that the transitive closureåéè of å is acyclic. If Ï ã åJÏ � , then the radius of the cir-
cumcircle of Ï � is larger than the radius of the circumcircle
of Ï�ã . So, in a chain of triangles related by å relation the
circumradii of the triangles can never decrease, thus making
it impossible for åéè to be cyclic. This means that, for each
triangle ÏÄê , there is a triangle Ï containing a maximum �
such that ÏÄêEåéèëÏ . We will say that ÏÄê flows into Ï .

The following lemma holds in
� �

.

Lemma 4 Let Ï be a triangle containing a maximum � . We
have Û(�����
�Gì�í"î�ï±ð5í ÏÄê . L

The algorithm for computing the closed stable manifoldÛ(����� follows immediately from the above lemma. InitiallyÛ(����� is set to the triangle Ï that contains � . At any generic
step of this exploration, let ä be a Delaunay edge that lies
on the boundary of Û(����� computed so far. Let Ï ã and Ï �
be two triangles that share ä where Ï ã is outside Û(����� . IfÏ ã åñÏ � we update Û(�9�:� as Û(�9�:�ò�ó�1Û(�����Ñô Ï ã . This
process continues till we cannot include any more triangle
into Û(���:� .

Figure 4: On the left: Some orbits of the flow induced by the
points from Figure 2. Note that these orbits are piecewise
linear curves. On the right: Triangles containing a maxi-
mum are highlighted. An arrow pointing from a triangle õ�ö
to a triangle õ indicates that õ±ö±÷Nõ , i.e. õÄö flows into õ .

Now we turn our attention to ø,ù . In our attempt to com-
pute ú(û9ü:ý for a maximum ü in ø,ù , we mimic the setup that
we built for ø?þ .

Flow relation in ø,ù . Let õ�ÿ , õ þ be two tetrahedra sharing
a triangle � . We say õÄÿ)÷ õ þ if õÄÿ and its dual Voronoi
vertex lie on the opposite sides of the plane of � .

It follows from the definition of ÷ that if õ±ÿ�÷Àõ þ , then
the radius of the circumsphere of õ±ÿ is smaller than the ra-
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: The closed stable manifolds of the maxima decompose the interior of the curve into four segments, the middle two
segments are mergeable (a). The discretized version has six segments. The Gabriel edges (solid) among the Delaunay edges
(dashed) form the boundaries of these segments. All four middle segments can be merged into a single segment.

dius of the circumsphere of Ï � . Thus, as in
�?�

, the transitive
closure åtè is acyclic. For a maximum � let

�Û(�����
� Xí î ï�í Ï ê where ��* Ï -

So far everything seems analogous to the two dimensional
case, but here we face two difficulties. First, Lemma 4 is no
more valid, i.e. it may be that Û(�����tM� �Û7���:� for a maximum� . This is mainly because the stable manifolds of index 2
critical points may not be composed of Delaunay triangles.
However, we could use

�Û(����� as an approximation to Û(���:� .
But, we face another difficulty. It might be that

�Û(���:� and�Û��9� ê � are not disjoint for two maxima � and � ê . The reason
is that, for a tetrahedron Ï , there may exist more than one
tetrahedron ÏÄê so that ÏKå¢ÏÄê . This may lead Ï to flow into
two or more different maxima. However, it is interesting to
notice the following.

Observation 4 There exist no three tetrahedra Ï ã ^ Ï � ^ Ï �
so that a tetrahedron Ï satisfies ÏòåÚÏ ç for ���WV ^ R ^�� .

In order to get pairwise disjoint sets
�Û(���:� we change the

relation å to a new relation
�å so that for a tetrahedron Ï

there are no two tetrahedra Ï�ã , Ï � with Ï �åeÏ:ã and Ï �åeÏ � .
Note that the height of a maximum � , i.e. its least squared
distance to the sample points Ð , is the circumradius of the
tetrahedron containing � . Define the strength of a tetra-
hedron Ï as the largest of the heights of all maxima that it
flows into.

Strengthened flow relation. We say Ï ã �å¦Ï � if

(1) Ï ã åNÏ � and

(2) there is no other tetrahedron Ï � with Ï ã åGÏ � and the
strength of Ï � is larger than Ï � .

The transitive closure
�å è is acyclic since åtè is. Now for

a maximum � we redefine
�Û(���:� as

�Û(�����
� Xí"î��ï ð í Ï ê where ��* Ï -

The sets
�Û(�9�:� are pairwise disjoint since no tetrahedron

can flow into more than one maximum. We compute these
sets as an initial segmentation of the shape represented by
the finite sample Ð . Most of the segments but not all of
them lie in the interior of the shape. One can obtain only in-
ner segments after reconstructing the boundary of the shape
from its sample using any of the known surface reconstruc-
tion algorithms.

We sort the maxima in decreasing order of their strengths
and process them in this order. So, when we process a
maximum � , all tetrahedra flowing into � and having a
strength larger than that containing � have been claimed
by some other maxima processed earlier. This is what is
required by the definition of

�Û(�9�:� .
STABLEMANIFOLD( Ð )

1 compute Î â and �7â ;
2 determine the maxima Voronoi vertices;
3 sort the maxima in decreasing order of their heights;
4 for each maximum � in this order
5

�Û(�����ë�ó� Ï where ��* Ï ;
6 mark Ï and all its triangles;
7 while � an unmarked triangle { in boundary

�Û(���:�
8 let {�� Ï ã
	 Ï � where Ï � * �Û(����� ;
9 if Ï ã is unmarked and Ï ã åNÏ �

10
�Û(�9�:�ë�ó� �Û(�9�:�±ô Ï ã ;

11 mark Ï�ã and all its triangles
12 endif
13 endwhile
14 endfor

Sometimes closed stable manifolds segment a shape un-
necessarily into small features. For example, small pertur-
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bations in a shape can cause insignificant segmentation, see
for example Figure 5(a). Also, at the discrete level, sam-
pling artifacts may introduce even smaller segments, see
Figure 5(b). We propose merging such small segments till
two adjacent segments differ significantly.

For a shape ��� �,	
, let á¦�9�:� be a stable manifold of an

index ��'¢V critical point � which belongs to the boundary
of a closed stable manifold Û(���� for a maximum  . We sayÛ(���� is shallow with respect to á¦����� if the heights ������� and�E��_� are close to each other measured by a threshold � as�E�9�:�CB �E�����T�� .
Mergeable stable manifolds. Two closed stable mani-
folds Û(�9� ã � and Û(�9� � � are mergeable if they are shallow
with respect to a shared stable manifold on their boundaries.

Merging all mergeable closed stable manifolds we obtain
the feature segmentation of � . For example, the middle two
segments for the curve in Figure 5(a) are mergeable. We can
translate the definitions and hence the merging algorithm to
the discrete setting easily. The height of a critical point � is
measured with the circumradius of the lowest dimensional
Delaunay simplex that contains � . This means, in

���
, we

merge two closed stable manifolds Û(�9� ã � and Û(��� � � if they
share a saddle edge whose circumradius is more than � å V
times the circumradii of the triangles containing � ã and � � .

In
�?�

, we only compute approximations
�Û(���:� to a closed

stable manifold Û(�9�:� for a maximum � . Mimicking the
definition and the algorithm in

�,�
we define mergeability

of two approximated stable manifolds as follows.

� -mergeable stable manifolds. Let
�Û(��� ã � and

�Û7�9� � � be
two approximated stable manifolds that share a triangle { .
We say

�Û(�9� ã � , �Û(�9� � � are � -mergeable if the circumradius
of { is more than � å V times the circumradii of the
tetrahedra containing � ã and � � .

The final algorithm to compute a feature segmentation of
a shape ��� �?�

from a sample Ð is described below.
SEGMENT( Ð ^ � )

1 STABLEMANIFOLD( Ð );
2 Merge all � -mergeable segments;
3 Output the resulting decomposition.

Figure 6 shows some example segmentations in
���

and���
respectively. The point samples for the 2D models are

extracted from the boundary of 2D images. As a result they
are quite noisy. Nevertheless, the models are segmented
nicely. Our segmentation method can be applied to the
point samples from molecular surfaces. The segmentation
induces a decomposition of the surface which may be help-
ful in the molecular docking problem in drug designs [21].

5. Matching
For shape matching we take advantage of our segmentation
scheme by matching two shapes with respect to their fea-
tures. Given a point sample Ð of a shape � , we identify a
small set of significant features from our feature segmenta-
tion. These features are then mapped to a set of weighted
points called the signature of � . In order to measure the
similarity of two shapes, we compare their signatures which
boils down to matching two small weighted point sets.

Signature. Let Ò â�� # denote the set of features that the
function SEGMENT computes from a point sample Ð of a
shape � . To simplify notations we use Ò # for Ò â�� # . By
definition a feature h<* Ò # is a collection of Delaunay tri-
angles if � is a shape in two dimensions and it is a collection
of Delaunay tetrahedra if � is a shape in three dimensions.
For a Delaunay simplex Ï let � í and ; í denote the centroid
and volume of Ï , respectively. The representative point h è
of a feature h and its weight �h are defined as

�h�� � í !��Ä; í
h è � � í !�� ��� í Öl; í �

�h -
That is, the weight of h is its volume and its representative
point is the weighted average of the centroids of all Ï *)h ,
weight being the volume of each simplex. We call a featureh significant if its volume is more than a certain fraction of
the total volume of the shape. Given a segmentation Ò #
of a shape � , the signature

Þ �84 �E� �ë� is defined as the set of
weighted feature representative points, i.e.,

Þ �84 �±� �ë�+�����9h è ^ �h �¦SYh�* Ò # is significant � -

The amount of similarity between two shapes is mea-
sured by first scaling them with bounding boxes and then
scoring the similarity between their signatures. In order to
score the similarity between two signatures

Þ �84 �E� � ã � andÞ �84 �±� � � � , we need to align them first.
Let h è ^�� è be the representative points in

Þ ��4~�E�}� ã � andÞ �84 �±� � � � , respectively, with maximum weights. We first
translate

Þ ��4~�E�}� � � so that h è ^�� è coincide. Then an align-
ment is obtained by rotating

Þ �84 ���}� � � so that a line seg-
ment between � è and another point of

Þ �84 ���}� � � aligns with
a line segment between h è and another point in

Þ �84 �±�}� ã � .
Certainly, there are ���� "!E� alignments possible whereS Þ �84 �±�}� ã �lS±�# and S Þ �84 �±� � � �lS±�$! . Since  ^ ! are typ-
ically small (less than ten), checking all alignments is not
prohibitive.

For each alignment we compute a score based on the
matching of weighted points. Both a similarity measure
(positive) and a dissimilarity measure (negative) are taken

7



Figure 6: Segmentation of 2D and 3D models. In the leftmost picture of first row we zoom in the tail of the camel to show
that the point sample is noisy as it is derived from the boundary extraction of a 2D image. The second row shows that the 3D
models are segmented into so-called features. Third row shows how the segmentation can decompose molecular surfaces.

into account while computing the score. The maximum of
all the scores is taken to be the amount of similarity and
corresponding transformations give the best alignment.

Before we compute the score, the weights of the seg-
ments are normalized so that each weight is between 0 and
1. Next, for each point % è * Þ �84 �E� � � � , we determine
the Euclidean nearest neighbor, say % è , in

Þ �84 �±� � ã � . If$&% è '&% è $ is less than a threshold, we compute a similar-
ity score as

V¦'¢S �%(''�%
�%�Õ$�% S

where the threshold is a parameter that tells how much tol-
erance we can have for the proximity of two features. The
points in

Þ �84 �±� � ã � and
Þ �84 �E� � � � that do not have nearest

neighbors in the other set within threshold distance con-
tribute to a dissimilarity score which is equal to the neg-
ative of their weights. Finally, we add both similarity and
dissimilarity scores to obtain the score of matching between
the two shapes � ã and � � .

In Figure 7 and 8 we show the result of our matching for

shapes in two and three dimensions, respectively.

6 Discussions and Conclusions

Our results have shown that the segmentation is quite ro-
bust against small variations in shapes. For example, the
three human bodies in the first row of Figure 8 are seg-
mented similarly, namely into head, torso, two hands and
two legs. Also the two hands in the second row are seg-
mented similarly into five fingers and the palm. This is due
to the fact that our approach emphasizes topology more than
local geometry. Topological features in terms of the height
function change relatively less with the local changes in ge-
ometry. There are a number of open questions remain to be
addressed.

In some cases the segmented features deviate visibly
from the intuitive ones. For example, the fingers in the hand
in Figure 6 do not get separated from the palm where they
meet. A small stump remains attached to the palm for each
finger. We believe that we need a refined merging strategy

8



1.0 0.553 0.5 0.477 0.321 0.32

1.0 0.86 0.365 0.334 0.315 0.285

1.0 0.595 0.383 0.356 0.313 0.3

1.0 0.75 0.274 0.233 0.23 0.206

1.0 0.75 0.58 0.535 0.51 0.34

Figure 7: Matching results in 2D. Each row contains the matching scores for the query shape in the first column with the
highest score 1.0.

to tackle this problem.
Although we mimicked the definition of features from

the continuous space to the discrete domain, there is no
quantitative estimate of the approximation. Specifically, can
we claim that if the sampling density is beyond a threshold,
then all defined features in the shape are approximated well?

In the shape matching we used the volumes of the seg-
ments as the weight of the representative points. In a sense,
we took the volume of a feature to be its signature. Are
there other measures that capture the signature of a feature
more effectively? Currently we are investigating all these
questions.
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